Many of you have asked us what are the differences between Tomatis® Infinite,
Forbrain® and Soundsory®. Here are the similarities and differences:
● Forbrain®: a targeted action on the audio-vocal loop
The Forbrain® headset works on the audio-vocal loop. It’s a specialised headset
that combines the 2 types of sound conduction processes we all use – a bone
conduction transducer and a dynamic audio filter – and uses them to amplify your
frequencies and enhance your voice, allowing you to evaluate your own voice and
speech.
Although it can be used on anybody from age 2 years old and up, students can
benefit from FORBRAIN by doing their homework and reading their lessons out
loud. Not only is it proven to improve concentration and help avoid getting
distracted, it also accelerates the learning process and develops memory.
● Tomatis® Infinite: the companion of a personalised listening journey
The Tomatis® Infinite is your personal headset for the Tomatis® Method. It has
been designed by TOMATIS DEVELOPPEMENT S.A. to accompany you throughout
your listening journey. It is used with the TalksUp® during individualised
sessions. In addition, it includes 3 universal programs: a preparatory program, the
"Warm-Up", whose main objective is to introduce the music and the parameters
used in the Tomatis® Method, and 2 consolidation programs, called
"Follow-Up". The latter have a complementary role to the work of the TalksUp®,
and consolidate the effects of your personalised programs. Tomatis® Infinite also
has a microphone attachment that allows you to work on the audio-vocal loop. It
has the same functionalities as Forbrain® in this regard. The main difference is that
Forbrain® only transmits sound by bone conduction, whereas Tomatis® Infinite
transmits sound by bone AND air conduction, for a more powerful action.
● Soundsory®: a sensory-motor work
The Soundsory® headset works mainly on the vestibular and sensory-motor
system. It contains only one program and its lively music gives the body the desire
to move and follow its rhythm. Its effect is much softer than that of the Tomatis®
Method, and it can be used to follow a complete Tomatis® course.
To order these with Miriam’s discount click on the relevant link below:

Tomatis® Infinite- https://go.tomatis.com/infinite-landing-en#resources
Forbrain®- https://www.forbrain.com/?utm_id=3A0500905
Soundsory® - http://soundsory.refr.cc/miriamm

